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ABSTRACT 
Vulnerability is outlined as any defect within the software package, which results attackers to induce access to 

confidential data. While vulnerabilities in code are well documented very little analysis has been done to find 

vulnerabilities in design per UML. The presence of vulnerability within the design model of the system makes it 

necessary to possess a tool that may facilitate developers to avoid or notice them within the design stage 

 

Here we describe mechanism to find the defect in system. The tool takes UML Diagram as input. And this metadata 

(XMI DATA) is cross checked against rule. If the requirement fails to hold then error message is returned. 

 

KEYWORDS: Architecture of UMLSec tool, Validation window for selecting the XMI file. 

 

     INTRODUCTION
Software program security is an area that is getting lot of interest .Protection lapses can occur because of the flaws in 

layout and coding .At the same time as protection vulnerabilities because of illness in code were studied and nicely 

documented as CWE, paintings on vulnerabilities due to layout flaws have now not been studied a good deal .An 

essential work in this area has been the e-book on software layout patterns  

 

UML diagrams are drastically utilized in specifying design of object oriented software program. But, those cannot be 

manually checked in an efficient way for the safety flaws. This paper describes the improvement of the software 

program analysis device to test UML models for the vulnerabilities to suggest insufficiency of security features  

 

While tools for painting UML diagrams are available in the market, testing tool, for validating security aspects in 

UML diagram are not available. To overcome this problem, we have developed a tool called UMLSec. The main 

function of the tool is to analyse UML diagram to detect vulnerabilities  

 

In next section (II) considers the methodology followed and the system architecture of the tool. In section III we 

consider functioning of the tool by considering Activity diagrams as input and speculative results are given. 

 

METHODOLOGY 
The methodology of the tool is shown within the fig.1 and carries with it 3 major practical modules particularly parser, 

rule engine and rule validation 

 

UML XMI Data: this data is obtained by changing UML diagrams [14] into XMI file format (.xmi extension) utilizing 

Argo-UML tool. 

 

Parser: Here in this part XMI data is the input and using this input parser produces the schema  

 

The schema is however a mirrored image of security rules that are outlined on the basis of test intention.  

 

Rule engine: rule engine includes security rule sets which are outlined based on the application, which acts as an input 

to rule engine  

 

Rule validation: As the name suggest this part validates for violation in UML diagram by comparing the schema and 

rule sets, the output is rule violation or no violation 
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Fig.1. Architecture of UMLSec tool 

 

The purpose of the toll is to detect design issues in any of the following: the class diagram, state chat diagram or 

sequence diagram, activity diagram, deployment diagram. Future improvements are outlined to include other diagrams 

as input   

 

The rule for activity diagrams are explained below  

Activity Analyser: Activity nodes which can be action, object and control are analysed here and also total number of 

final states, total no of users which is mentioned in the activity diagram  

 

Rule 1: Rule 1 is plotted for activity diagram which pinpoints the total no of final states and total no of users, if the 

total no of final states doesn’t match the rule. Rule illustrates the violation and there is no violation if the no of final 

state and no of users match.  

The front end of the tool is shown in the below figure.2. The tool is having 3 windows namely: 

 CONFIGURATION, 

 VALIDATION AND  

 LOG. 

 

The configuration window permits for selecting input rule file and the validation window permits for selecting input 

XMI DATA file. Then user needs initiate (automated analysis)the analysis of activity diagram to get the output, which 

will be displayed on the LOG screen. 

 

 
Fig.2. Configuration window for selecting the rule 
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Fig.3. Validation window for selecting the XMI file 

 

 
Fig.4. LOG window 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experimental result of the activity diagram is as follows. 

Case1: An Activity diagram is dynamic structure diagram in Unified Modelling Language that illustrates the data flow 

of the system. 

 

To acquire security in the system being developed one should define attributes of activity diagram and these attributes 

value should match value present in rule file. An example of activity diagram and corresponding test case are shown 

in fig.3 and table 1 respectively. 

 
Fig.3.Example for Activity Diagram 
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TEST CASES: Test Case 1 

 

Test case ID 1 

Description Activity Diagram to be tested 

Input  XMI File obtained for the input 

activity diagram 

Expected output Rule is violated because there is 

mismatch between total number of 

final states and rule set 

Remarks Successful  

Table 1: Activity diagram Test Cases 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The tool depicted in this paper assesses the UML diagram and research for dangers in the models and ensures the 

security in model. The testing of UML diagram (Activity diagram) via specific rule set plotted based on the UML 

diagram is successful. The tool is viable in distinguish the defect in diagram which can bring about the security 

dangers. Generally engineers make deficiency in diagram that can bring the software defect.  

 

This apparatus can be moved up to cover more muddled graphs like Component, Deployment and so forth by 

characterizing the diverse security standard for specific outlines. The java dialect is utilized to advance this instrument 
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